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the auspices of this Christian transcendental univcrsaliam that the
infant Western Society struggled into light and order out of the
chaos of the Dark Ages; and in this field the primitive tares only
gradually revealed their presence among the rising wheat.
In Western Christendom., the pagan religion of Tribalism, which
had become so formidably rampant by the time of writing in the
year 1934, did not begin to raise its head until a ghost of the Orocco-
Roman past had been evoked on Italian soil, in the later Middle
Ages, in a new crop of Central and North Italian city-states. The
neo-paganism may be said to have definitely taken root in Western
Christendom by the time when, in the hearts of a majority of Floren-
tines and Milanese and Venetians, their respective parochial loyalties
to Florence and Milan and Venice had come to take precedence over
their common oecumenical loyalty to the Respublica (<hristiaua. The
evil came out into the open when its implications wore frankly and
plainly exposed and commended by the Florentine statesman and
philosopher Niccol6 Machiavelli, who demonstrated that, if the
worship of a parochial community constituted the whole duty of its
subjects, then any community which was the object of such worship
must be a moral absolute—a moral universe in itself which could be
subject to no transcendent moral law in its physical collisions with
other representatives of its own species. This Machiavellian axiom
that a deified parochial community must bo a non-moral—and
therefore in Christian terms an immoral—institution was irrefutably
founded upon the prevalent practice of Maehiavelli's contemporaries,
not only in Italy but in those Transalpine parts of the Western World
into which the Italian system of politics was then already being
propagated by the diffusion of the culture of the Italian Renaissance.
And though Machiavelli's exposition of this form of paganism seemed
shocking to Western minds for several centuries after the date of the
publication of The Prince, it offended through beizig innocent of both
obtuseness and hypocrisy, and not through being guilty of any mis-
representation of the principles on which the philosopher's con-
temporaries and successors were acting cin real life'. In clarity of
vision, Machiavelli was so precocious that, as late as the eighteenth
century, a formal refutation of his doctrine was published—and this
and the Unity of Mankind (London, 1933, British. Academy). Between the
death, and failure of Alexander and the birth and victory of the Church, the
doctrine was kept alive "by the Stoics; but Stoicism was an umrupaswioned
philosophic system and not a dynamic religious faith which was capable of
moving mountains. This miracle was achieved by the Christian Church, and
likewise by other universal churches: for example, Iwlam and the Mahayanian
form of Buddhism.

